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In his most profound and accomplished book to date, acclaimed author Bruce
Wagner breaks from Hollywood culture with a novel of exceptional literary
dimension and searing emotional depth. Joan Herlihy is a semi-successful
architect grasping at the illustrious commission that will catapult her to
international renown, glossy décor magazines, and the luxe condo designs of
Meier, Koolhaas, and Hadid: the incestuous cult of contemporary Starchitects.
Unexpectedly, she finds her Venice Beach firm on the short list for a coveted
private memorial -- a Napa billionaire's vanity tribute to relatives killed in the
Christmas tsunami -- with life-changing consequences. Her brother Chester
clings to a failing career as a location scout before suffering an accidental injury
resulting from an outrageous prank; the tragicomic repercussions lead him
through a maze of addiction, delusion, paranoia -- and ultimately, transcendence.
Virtually abandoned by her family, the indomitable Marjorie Herlihy -- mother,
widow, and dreamer -- falls prey to a confidence scheme dizzying in its sadism
and complexity. And unbeknownst to Marj and her children, the father who
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disappeared decades ago is alive and well nearby, recently in the local news for
reasons that will prove to be both his redemption and his undoing. Spiraling
toward catastrophe, separate lives collide as family members make a valiant
attempt to reunite and create an enduring legacy. To rewrite a ruined American
dream. Deeply compassionate and violently irreverent, Memorial is a testament
to faith and forgiveness, and a luminous tribute to spirituality in the twenty-first
century. With an unflagging eye on a society ruptured by natural and unnatural
disaster, and an insatiable love for humanity, Wagner delivers a masterpiece.
Simplified Chinese edition of Midnight Sun
This book tells a fascinating story of how music traveled with mankind through
history. Features little known facts, personal and professional bits of interesting
information.
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In this candid retrospective of the disco era, 40 men and women who reigned
over the dance music industry of the 1970s and 1980s recall their lives and
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careers before, during and after the genre’s explosion. Artists interviewed
include Alfa Anderson, formerly of Chic (“Good Times”); Ed Cermanski and
Robert Upchurch of The Trammps (“Disco Inferno”); Sarah Dash (“Sinner
Man”); producer John Davis (“Ain’t That Enough for You”); Janice Marie
Johnson of A Taste of Honey (“Boogie Oogie Oogie”); France Joli (“Come to
Me”); Denis LePage of Lime (“Babe, We’re Gonna Love Tonite”); Randy Jones
of the Village People (“Y.M.C.A.”); Rob Parissi of Wild Cherry (“Play That Funky
Music”); producer Warren Schatz (“Turn the Beat Around”); Debbie, Joni and
Kim Sledge of Sister Sledge (“We Are Family”); and many more.
"The New York Times bestselling author of Lessons from Madame Chic and At
Home with Madame Chic reminds us about a quality that is scarce in our fastpaced, wired world: poise, it's power, and how to cultivate it"-Middle-aged, Single White Female Takes a Drive 3 months, 10,000 miles alone to the
middle of nowhere. “So how was your trip?” they asked. First of all, she turned 50.
Isn’t that how it goes with aging? It was an outrage—how did this happen? Her children
grown, husband gone to cancer, their business sold—Gloria Jean had reached middle
age; she was on her own. Next! Was it a bucket list thing, life too short? Didn’t matter,
Vagabond Chic beckoned; the first day of the rest of something lay ahead as her bold
vision materialized, and once inspired, the odyssey seemed to plan itself. Months of
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research stretched to two years of getting prepared—a journey all its own. “We do not
take a trip,” said John Steinbeck in his Travels with Charley. “A trip takes us.” This
would come to mind many times as her May to September journey commenced. She
drove the main streets of outer space—small towns, cheap motels, an assortment of
critters, and more than once, a high spirited, didn’t-see-it-coming, moment. Train
whistles echoed divine exhilaration across the prairie, as America was browsed beyond
any route imagined, passing unnoticed along northern borders—Lake Superior to Fargo,
the quiet solace of Wounded Knee in Dakota; the eureka moment in Hathaway,
Montana; and the extraordinary personal discovery in Sheridan, Wyoming. Isolation
weighed heavy at times, but the search for her personal holy grail weaves a compelling,
serendipitous plot straight to its unforeseen conclusion. If it’s courage you seek for your
own long-held inner something: “Courage is feeling the fear and doing it anyway.”
Oprah said.
One of the publishing sensations of the year' Daily Telegraph..'Packed with scandal and
salacious anecdotes about his famous friends and, believe me, it is premier-cru gossip'
Tatler
Go on the ride of your life as the hilarious Lisa Morgan talks to you about anything and
everything under the sun. She teaches you life lessons that she has learned from
almost everyone who are near and dear to her—her husband, her mother, her father, her
grandmothers, and even her missing aunt—and she provides you with in-your-face
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realizations about life, love, friendship, sense of self, laughter, relationships, faith,
karma, and keeping it real. She takes her own everyday experiences—some good, some
not so good, and some really bad—and relates them to useful advices that we can all
use one time or another in our lives. Lisa holds nothing back as she writes with a
passion about things and subjects that interest her, and she isn’t afraid to show what
her true opinions are on certain issues. Partnered with her witty quips and laugh-outloud one-liners peppered throughout the pages, this book will make you smile, laugh,
cry, and nod your head in agreement.
Current philosophies of art remain sadly dominated by visions of its end and
lamentations of decline. Defining the very notions of art and the aesthetic as special
products of Western modernity, they suggest that postmodern challenges to traditional
high culture pose a devastating danger to Art's future. Richard Shusterman's new book
cuts through the seductive confusions of these views by tracing the earthy roots of
aesthetic experience and showing how the recent flourishing of aesthetic forms outside
modernity's sacralized realm of fine art evince the persistent presence of an artistic
impulse far deeper and more durable than the modernist moment. Performing Live
defends the abiding power of aesthetic experience by exploring its diverse roles,
methods, and meanings, especially in fields marginal to traditional aesthetics but now
most vibrantly alive in today's culture and new media. Ranging from rap, techno, and
country music to cinema, cyberspace and urban design, Shusterman develops his
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radical theory of "somaesthetics," charting the complex network of bodily arts so
prominent in contemporary life and self-styling. By blending concrete aesthetic analysis
with insightful social critique, Shusterman, a well-known pragmatist philosopher,
provides a rich menu and critical guide for today's pursuit of the art of living.
When the San Diego Comic-Con was founded in 1970, it provided an exclusive space
where fans, dealers, collectors, and industry professionals could come together to
celebrate their love of comics and popular culture. In the decades since, Comic-Con
has grown in size and scope, attracting hundreds of thousands of fans each summer
and increased attention from the media industries, especially Hollywood, which uses
the convention’s exclusivity to spread promotional hype far and wide. What made the
San Diego Comic-Con a Hollywood destination? How does the industry’s presence at
Comic-Con shape our ideas about what it means to be a fan? And what can this single
event tell us about the relationship between media industries and their fans, past and
present? Only at Comic-Con answers these questions and more as it examines the
connection between exclusivity and the proliferation of media industry promotion at the
longest-running comic convention in North America.
The reputation of an organisation influences who we buy from, work for, supply to and
invest in. Intangible assets, of which reputation forms an important part, account for well
over 50 per cent of the value of the Fortune 500 and even more in the case of the FTSE
100. This fourth edition of Risk Issues and Crisis Management in Public Relations has
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been completely revised and aims to define reputation, explores how to value it and
provides practical guidelines for effective reputation management. This latest edition
features new sections on the effects of recent world events, Corporate Social
Responsibility, climate change and sustainability, legal revisions and the use of the
Internet in a crisis. Featuring new case studies on Oxfam V Starbucks, Sony, Dell,
Ribena, BP, Bernard Matthews and the bird flu issue, Northern Rock, Walmart,
Celebrity Big Brother 07, the Cadbury Salmonella outbreak, the Virgin train crash and
the Buncefield Oil Explosion, the book charts how rapidly the reputation management
agenda moves and yet how slowly business learns.

Around a year ago I published ‘Writing about music’ an anthology (which is just
a posh way of saying ‘collection’) of writing previously published in varying
forms in varying places, curated (which is just a posh way of saying ‘cobbled
together’) into one volume. I’ve been living high on the royalties ever since. Or I
would have been if anybody had been prepared to buy it. Like most items of
dubious quality it has, however, proved mildly popular when given away free.
This second volume, with the imaginative title of ‘More writing about music’, is
similar to the first, a collection of gig and album reviews, interviews with ‘pop
stars’ and a mish mash of other oddities. Includes interviews with Paul Carrack,
Tom Smith, John Flansburgh (They Might Be Giants), Geoff Downes (Yes),
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Meilyr Jones, Frank Allen (The Searchers), Scorpio (Grandmaster’s Furious Five
featuring Mele Mel and Scorpio), Glenn Gregory (Heaven 17) and Norman Blake
(Teenage Fanclub).
Looks at the role of sports in the lives of fans, and discusses the glorification of
professional athletes in order to market products
Randall Moss is known around Fort Walton, Florida, as a loud-mouth braggart
and a spaced-out petty crook. As he prepares to carry out his dream job, Moss
knows he cannot do it alone. He gathers an eclectic group of beer-loving thugs in
his backyard to formulate a plan, thinking that nothing can go wrong.
Unfortunately, Moss’s instincts have never been spot on. Meanwhile, Thomas
Reed is busy reflecting on his ability to convince his community that he is a
respected businessman instead of a dirty crook without any idea that a gang of
men who seem to be ninjas is quietly waiting in the shadows to ruin his day.
Moments later, Moss and Reed meet in a hail of gunfire that leaves Reed and his
wife dead. As the criminals speed away with their loot, they are clueless that a
security camera has captured every moment. Now unwittingly entangled in a
covert business run by the Mexican drug cartel and a suspect in a double
murder, Moss realizes too late that he is officially in over his head. In this thrilling
tale, more murders follow as a police consultant is drawn into a challenging
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investigation that leads him into a dangerous cat-and-mouse game with a group
of determined drug dealers.
When Chic Hits the FanCelebrity and Fashion Confessions of a Former
Magazine EditorGet Beach SlappedPage Publishing Inc
Eleven essays analyze various aspects of hip-hop that are usually neglected,
including coverage of female and Latino contributions to both rap and hip-hop
culture.
Packed with examples and case studies, this guide shows in a clear and practical
way how issues and crises can be handled successfully and effectively with the
minimum of damage.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication
and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest
music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
From the outbreak of the Cold War to the rise of the United States as the last
remaining superpower, the years following World War II were filled with
momentous events and rapid change. Diplomatically, economically, politically,
and culturally, the United States became a major influence around the globe. On
the domestic front, this period witnessed some of the most turbulent and
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prosperous years in American history. "Postwar America: An Encyclopedia of
Social, Political, Cultural, and Economic History" provides detailed coverage of all
the remarkable developments within the United States during this period, as well
as their dramatic impact on the rest of the world. A-Z entries address specific
persons, groups, concepts, events, geographical locations, organizations, and
cultural and technological phenomena. Sidebars highlight primary source
materials, items of special interest, statistical data, and other information; and
Cultural Landmark entries chronologically detail the music, literature, arts, and
cultural history of the era. Bibliographies covering literature from the postwar era
and about the era are also included, as are illustrations and specialized indexes.
At long last Sarah Chilton has finally bagged her perfect man; she can see the
perfect house with the white picket fence and room for a pony coming into view
and even hear the distant chime of wedding bells and the pitter patter of tiny feet.
It s all going to be so wonderful well, not quite Follow the often hilarious trials and
tribulations of one, ever so ordinary, Mum who is left literally holding the newborn
baby, whilst trying to keep her job, home and sanity. Battling with what feels like
half the cast of a Harry Potter movie, plotting her revenge against Voldermort and
tackling the institutions and stigma of single motherhood all take their toll, Will it
be the wine, Classic FM, TV or Prozac to the rescue?
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A guide to major league sports facilities in cities throughout the United States
offers ticket and transportation tips for stadiums and arenas hosting baseball,
football, basketball, and hockey teams.
Two journalists describe their whirlwind efforts to become famous in two weeks
by getting their names and faces in magazines, newspapers, and on television.
The rising strength of mainland China has spurred a revival of "Chineseness" in
the Philippines. Perceived during the Cold War era as economically dominant,
political disloyal, and culturally different, the "Chinese" presented themselves as
an integral part of the Filipino imagined community. Today, as Filipinos seek
associations with China, many of them see the local Chinese community as key
players in East Asian regional economic development. With the revaluing of
Chineseness has come a repositioning of "Chinese" racial and cultural identity.
Philippine mestizos (people of mixed ancestry) form an important sub-group of
the Filipino elite, but their Chineseness was occluded as they disappeared into
the emergent Filipino nation. In the twentieth century, mestizos defined
themselves and based claims to privilege on "white" ancestry, but mestizos are
now actively reclaiming their "Chinese" heritage. At the same time, so-called
"pure Chinese" are parlaying their connections into cultural, social, symbolic, or
economic capital, and leaders of mainland Chinese state companies have
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entered into politico-business alliances with the Filipino national elite. As the
meanings of "Chinese" and "Filipino" evolve, intractable contradictions are
appearing in the concepts of citizenship and national belonging. Through an
examination of cinematic and literary works, The Chinese Question shows how
race, class, ideology, nationality, territory, sovereignty, and mobility are shaping
the discourses of national integration, regional identification, and global
cosmopolitanism.
A singer calls out to the crowd. An electric bass thumps out a beat. Horns blare and
strings swirl. These are the sounds of R & B. Rhythm and blues music evolved from all
sorts of sounds: swinging jazz, gritty blues, and African American spiritual songs. The
music's smooth mix of styles made it unique, and its passionate performers made it a
sensation. Ever since Ray Charles hit the charts in the 1950s, R & B fans have held it
down on dance floors. And R & B singers have belted out messages of love and calls
for social change.
Boys' Life is the official youth magazine for the Boy Scouts of America. Published since
1911, it contains a proven mix of news, nature, sports, history, fiction, science, comics,
and Scouting.
British Rock Modernism, 1967-1977 explains how the definitive British rock performers
of this epoch aimed, not at the youthful rebellion for which they are legendary, but at a
highly self-conscious project of commenting on the business in which they were
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engaged. They did so by ironically appropriating the traditional forms of Victorian music
hall. Faulk focuses on the mid to late 1960s, when British rock bands who had already
achieved commercial prominence began to aspire to aesthetic distinction. The book
discusses recordings such as the Beatles' Magical Mystery Tour album, the Kinks' The
Village Green Preservation Society, and the Sex Pistols' Never Mind the Bollocks,
Here's the Sex Pistols, and television films such as the Beatles' Magical Mystery Tour
and the Rolling Stones' Rock and Roll Circus that defined rock's early high art moment.
Faulk argues that these 'texts' disclose the primary strategies by which British rock
groups, mostly comprised of young working and lower middle-class men, made their bid
for aesthetic merit by sampling music hall sounds. The result was a symbolically
charged form whose main purpose was to unsettle the hierarchy that set traditional
popular culture above the new medium. Rock groups engaged with the music of the
past in order both to demonstrate the comparative vitality of the new form and signify
rock's new art status, compared to earlier British pop music. The book historicizes punk
rock as a later development of earlier British rock, rather than a rupture. Unlike earlier
groups, the Sex Pistols did not appropriate music hall form in an ironic way, but the
band and their manager Malcolm McLaren were obsessed with the meaning of the past
for the present in a distinctly modernist fashion.
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